Figure 2. Study flow from enrollment through grading

Enrollment

1285 infants enrolled

Diagnostic Exam

1257 infants had 4263 diagnostic exams

244 infants had RW-ROP
1013 infants did not have RW-ROP

Imaging

242 infants with RW-ROP imaged
999 infants without RW-ROP imaged

All 242 infants with RW-ROP image sets selected
613 infants without RW-ROP had image sets selected

Grading

1759 image sets from 454 eyes with RW-ROP selected
150 image sets from 30 eyes without RW-ROP selected
3611 image sets from 1226 eyes without RW-ROP selected

5250 image sets from 855 eyes of 1710 infants graded